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Breakdown Limits on Gigavolt-per-Meter Electron-Beam-Driven Wakefields
in Dielectric Structures
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First measurements of the breakdown threshold in a dielectric subjected to GV=m wakefields produced
by short (30–330 fs), 28.5 GeV electron bunches have been made. Fused silica tubes of 100 �m inner
diameter were exposed to a range of bunch lengths, allowing surface dielectric fields up to 27 GV=m to be
generated. The onset of breakdown, detected through light emission from the tube ends, is observed to
occur when the peak electric field at the dielectric surface reaches 13:8� 0:7 GV=m. The correlation of
structure damage to beam-induced breakdown is established using an array of postexposure inspection
techniques.

Particle accelerators with longitudinal fields orders of
magnitude larger than present systems are needed to make
continued explorations of particle physics at the energy
frontier feasible in the long term [1]. Such advanced ac-
celerators, which promise to dramatically reduce the size
and cost of high energy colliders, may also make relativ-
istic beams accessible to smaller laboratories, allowing
development of compact light sources such as free-electron
lasers and inverse Compton scattering devices [2]. Ultra-
high-field accelerators may not, however, be created from
conventional metallic-resonant-cavity-based linear accel-
erators (linacs) by simply increasing drive power because
of breakdown limitations. The relationship between reso-
nant wavelength �r and breakdown field [3] can be used to
circumvent this constraint; existing linacs with �r �
1–10 cm and tens of MV=m acceleration gradients should
support GV=m operation when scaled to �r � 1 mm and
THz frequencies.

The power levels needed to yield GV=m fields in an
accelerating structure are available in the IR through opti-
cal region of the electromagnetic spectrum from laser
sources. Building laser accelerators using resonant struc-
tures at the optical scale presents many challenges [4],
which are presently being experimentally addressed.
These challenges include adherence to unprecedentedly
small spatial tolerances in the structure, as well as the
injection, propagation, and stable acceleration of beams
well below 1 �m in both longitudinal and transverse di-
mensions [5]. It would be advantageous to operate struc-
tures in the more forgiving THz region, but no sources exist
at the powers needed to achieve GV=m fields.

The need for higher electromagnetic power at short
wavelengths has inspired research into beam-driven wake-

fields. In such schemes, electromagnetic power is radiated
by an ultrashort, intense ‘‘driving’’ electron bunch prop-
agating in a high impedance environment. This power is
then used to accelerate another ‘‘witness’’ bunch. With the
common enabling component of an ultrashort driving
bunch, large amplitude wakefields may be excited in any
medium or structure that presents high beam impedance,
including resonant dielectric-loaded systems [6] and plas-
mas [7]. Indeed, with the recent advent of multi-
nanocoulomb, �t < 100 fs relativistic beams, 50 GV=m
accelerating fields have been produced in an experimental
plasma wakefield accelerator [8].

In this Letter, we present a study of the physical limita-
tions encountered driving >GV=m wakefields in the sim-
ple hollow dielectric tube geometry of a dielectric
wakefield accelerator (DWA) [6]; see Fig. 1. In a DWA,
an ultrashort drive bunch traverses the evacuated central
region of the tube, creating Cherenkov wakefields in the
dielectric that propagate outwards at the Cherenkov angle.
The Cherenkov fields are then reflected by the dielectric or
cladding boundary back towards the center axis where a
witness bunch arrives and is accelerated. The DWA ap-
proach resolves the THz source problem by using radiated
fields from short electron bunches.

Prior to the present work, wakefields observed in DWAs
were limited to long wavelength scales, equivalent to
frequencies in the 10 GHz range, and accelerating gra-
dients of at most 100 MV=m, by the length of the multi-ps
electron drive beams used [6,9,10]. The combination of
high charge, short bunch duration, and small spot size
available at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center Final
Focus Test Beam (FFTB) facility [11] has enabled the
achievement of GV=m fields in this experiment; see
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Table I. This combination of beam attributes is obtained
through both magnetic compression [12], to obtain bunch
lengths <100 fs, and the high 28.5 GeV beam energy,
which gives small beam sizes naturally through adiabatic
damping of the emittance.

The criticality of these beam parameters for driving
ultrahigh field wakes in a DWA can be seen from the
expression that describes the longitudinal decelerating
wakefield within the driving electron beam, Ez;dec, and its
relation to the peak surface electric field Er;surf . While the
formal theory of DWAs is well developed [13–16], a
simple treatment based on the classic problem of
Cherenkov radiation in the presence of a dielectric bound-
ary [17] yields a more lucid, approximate form for Ez;dec:

 eEz;dec � eEr;surf
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where e is the electron charge, a is the inner radius of the
hollow dielectric tube, �z � c�t is the rms bunch length,
re and mec

2 are the classical radius and rest energy of the
electron, respectively, " is the dielectric’s relative permit-
tivity, and Nb is the number of bunch electrons. One could
simultaneously obtain the Table I beam parameters at the

FFTB. With such small beam dimensions, and a �
50 �m, decelerating fields up to 11 GV=m were produced
within the beam during these experiments. The peak radial
electric field at the dielectric surface is, however, of pri-
mary interest in this breakdown study; values as high as
Er;surf � 27 GV=m were achieved.

While dielectric breakdown has been studied in detail at
both optical and cm wavelengths, only the laser-induced
breakdown studies use pulse times comparable to those
explored in this experiment. The beam-produced electro-
magnetic wave contains a fundamental wavelength of � �
4	b� a
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� 634 �m (f � c=� � 0:47 THz) and
higher harmonics. The length of this radiation pulse, as
experienced by the downstream end of the tube, is deter-
mined by the Cherenkov radiation group velocity and path
length through the media. Therefore, while �t �
30–330 fs depending on the level of compression, the pulse
of THz radiation produced by the 1 cm fused silica tube is
always �100 ps. Laser-induced breakdown of SiO2 has
been studied extensively for wavelengths near 800 nm and
pulse lengths from 20 fs to 7 ns [18,19]. These studies have
consistently found a breakdown damage threshold of
�1:1 GV=m for 100 ps pulses. Thresholds for �t �
30 fs and 330 fs pulses were found to be about 18 GV=m
and 7 GV=m, respectively.

The fundamental mechanism for dielectric breakdown is
avalanche ionization. The manner in which avalanche
ionization is initiated and driven to the critical density
for damage varies with pulse length and photon energy.
For long pulse lengths * 10 ps, the background carriers
dominate the avalanche process and breakdown is insensi-
tive to wavelength [20]. For short pulse lengths &10 ps,
multiphoton or tunnel ionization provides the free elec-
trons that lead to the breakdown avalanche [21–23].

Comparisons between this experiment and previous la-
ser breakdown work is complicated by several factors: the
relative roles of tunneling and multiphoton ionization, the
THz pulse envelope, and possible background sources of
ionizing radiation. While the Keldysh parameter [22] at the
fundamental frequency is small, indicating that tunnel
ionization is dominant, multiphoton ionization will be-
come increasingly important for the higher harmonics. If
the THz pulse amplitude remains relatively constant for its
�100 ps duration, breakdown should occur at about
1:1 GV=m as in the laser experiments at the same pulse
length. If, however, the pulse damps rapidly, possibly due
to absorption, dispersion, boundary losses, etc., and has a
large amplitude for much less than 100 ps, then the break-
down field could be higher. It should also be noted that the
fused silica in this experiment is subject to additional low-
flux sources of ionizing radiation including: incoherent
optical and UV Cherenkov photons, stray 28.5 GeV elec-
trons, and background x rays.

With the above considerations in mind, the experiment
carried out at the FFTB was designed to assess the ability
of dielectric tubes to withstand the high fields generated by

TABLE I. Experimental parameters.

Parameter Value

Dielectric inner diameter (2a) 100 �m
Dielectric outer diameter (2b) 324 �m
Dielectric relative permittivity (") �3
Number of e� per bunch (Nb) 1:4� 1010

RMS bunch length (�z) 100� 10 �m
RMS bunch radius (�r) 10 �m
Beam energy 28.5 GeV
Maximum radial field at dielectric surface 27 GV=m
Maximum decelerating field (vacuum) 11 GV=m
Maximum accelerating field (vacuum) 16 GV=m

FIG. 1 (color online). Conceptual drawing of the dielectric
wakefield accelerator (DWA). A ‘‘drive’’ beam excites wake-
fields in the tube, while a subsequent witness beam (not shown)
would be accelerated by the Ez component of the reflected
wakefields (bands of color).



short electron bunches. The tubes used in this experiment
were produced from commercial, hollow SiO2 fiber optics.
Samples of this product were baked to remove the outer
polyimide coating, cut into�1 cm lengths, polished flat on
the ends, and clad with aluminum. Arrays of 10 tubes were
placed in precision machined holding blocks. The holders,
which were optically prealigned to the nominal electron
beam path, could be moved transversely, allowing place-
ment of any of the tubes along the beam axis. A vacuum
chamber housed the samples, positioning system, and vari-
ous beam diagnostics. Tubes of 324 �m o.d. and 100 �m
i.d., along with a few samples with identical o.d. and
200 �m i.d., were mounted in the holding blocks. A
CCD array camera coupled to a long-working-distance
microscope lens was placed in the plane of the holding
block to observe the downstream tube end from the side.
The digitized microscope-camera images and electron
beam parameters were recorded for analysis.

A systematic study of the breakdown threshold of the
dielectric tubes was performed. Tubes were monitored for
signs of breakdown while the length of the electron bunch
passing through them was varied. Except for the energy
spread, which controlled the bunch compression, all the
other Table I beam parameters, as well as the beam orbit,
were held constant. The beam distribution was bi-Gaussian
to good approximation. Each fiber was exposed to either a
series of fixed length bunches or a ramped set where the
bunch length went from minimum to maximum compres-
sion over many shots. In all, 20 fibers were each exposed to
between 50 and 1000 bunches.

Observations of the visible light output of the fiber ends
(see Fig. 2) clearly shows a sudden intensity change
when �z, and therefore the peak beam current Ipeak �
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�z
 crosses a certain threshold value. The light
visible in the dim images recorded at long pulse length
(and thus low fields) is likely due to incoherent Cherenkov
and transition radiation, as well as scintillation. This inter-
pretation is supported by the smooth increase of the low-
level optical emission as �z was reduced. Once the beam
was compressed below about the middle of its bunch-
length range, however, the light output jumped up sharply
for many of the bunches. These bright emission events
were clearly visible on both the side-view microscope
camera and a wide-angle top-view observation camera.
Furthermore, once below the pulse-length threshold, the
occurrence and intensity of a bright flash on a particular
shot appeared to be random and uncorrelated to �z. No
bright-flash events were observed for long bunches with �z
above the threshold. Given these characteristics, we iden-
tify instances of bright optical emission with plasma dis-
charges produced during dielectric structure breakdown
events. Our postexposure inspection of the tubes strongly
supports this conclusion.

Unaided visual inspection of the tubes showed dramatic
loss of the outer aluminum cladding. The degree of ob-
served aluminum ablation is proportional to the peak beam

current and number of bunches to which a tube was ex-
posed. Calculations indicate that the thin (�1 �m), sput-
tered coatings were vaporized through pulsed Ohmic
heating from the beam-induced image currents. As abla-
tion of the metallic cladding was present even in cases
without apparent dielectric damage, this process seems to
be uncorrelated with breakdown.

Microscope images clearly show structural changes in
the tubes that suffered many of the bright-flash events we
associate with breakdown; see Fig. 3. These changes in-
clude browning of the SiO2, notable roughening of the
tube’s inner surface, and microcracks in the bulk of the
dielectric. The damage level appears to increase with the
number of breakdown events a tube experienced. Tubes
that were exposed only to non-breakdown-inducing
bunches had no visible signs of dielectric damage.

The dielectric tubes also act as optical fibers. Another
qualitative evaluation of damage was made by coupling
633 nm laser light into the dielectric structures through
a smaller fiber inserted into the tube bores and observing
the transmitted far-field intensity pattern. Samples identi-
fied as breakdown damaged through microscopic inspec-
tion showed transmission loss, and postfiber far-field
intensity-pattern changes, compared to breakdown-free
fibers and controls; see Fig. 3. This is expected since the
guided-mode intensity of the laser cannot couple effec-
tively into a dielectric with significant surface damage and
bulk cracking. Browning also increases absorption.

FIG. 2 (color online). Visible (color intensity map) light im-
ages of a 100 �m i.d. tube for three different �z values
(a),(b),(c). In a long pulse case, �z � 45 �m, the fiber end
glows with incoherent optical emission (a). The fiber holder
boundaries, viewed at a 45� angle from beam axis, are also
displayed, as is the region where emission is blocked by the
fiber’s Al coating, which starts�500 �m from the fiber end. For
an intermediate pulse length (b) the incoherent optical emissions
have increased. In a case of near minimum pulse length (c), �z �
12 �m, a breakdown event produces a large flash of light. This
tube’s breakdown threshold is visible in a plot (d) of the pixel
sum of each frame as a function of Ipeak. The red line is a fit to
the breakdown-free region below 10 kA.



All of our observations of the dielectric tubes, both
during and after exposure to the electron beam, support
the conclusion that the breakdown threshold can be iden-
tified by the onset of bright flashes of optical emission
during runs where the bunch length was ramped. With the
breakdown threshold thus identified, the beam parameter
data collected for the corresponding bunch can be analyzed
to quantify the breakdown electric field. The first step is to
determine �z using a technique previously developed at the
FFTB [11]. The energy spectrum of the beam is measured
nondestructively by observing synchrotron x rays pro-
duced in a vertical chicane bend magnet. Energy spectra
are then uniquely mapped to bunch lengths through com-
parison with simulations. Once �z has been determined, it
is straightforward to combine this knowledge with the
measured beam charge and calculate Er;surf for the break-
down event. This can be done approximately with Eq. (1)
or precisely with numerical simulation. The particle-in-cell
code OOPIC [24] was used to determine Er;surf at the di-
electric surface on the first breakdown event using the
conservative assumption that the beam traveled down the
exact center of the structure. The mean of the four most
comparable ramped fibers gives a surface field breakdown
threshold of 13:8� 0:7 GV=m, which corresponds to a
5:5 GV=m longitudinal decelerating field within the beam.

In summary, a dielectric surface field breakdown thresh-
old of 13:8 GV=m has been observed in 1 cm long,
100 �m i.d., 324 �m o.d., fused silica DWA structures.
This is the highest breakdown field measured in a DWA to
date by 2 orders of magnitude. This experiment is also the
first time a DWA has been driven at THz frequencies. It is

found that when SiO2 is excited with a fs electron beam, it
can sustain fields of roughly the same magnitude as when it
is driven by a laser pulse of similar duration. This demon-
stration of a 13:8 GV=m breakdown threshold in a specific
DWA geometry is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition
for the future construction of GV=m class DWAs. Future
work will examine material fatigue at sub-breakdown
fields, wakes in long tubes, direct measurement of accel-
erating fields, and direct detection of coherent THz
Cherenkov emission.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Microscope images of select dielectric
tubes (a),(b),(c) matched with far-field intensity patterns ob-
served downstream of each laser-illuminated fiber displayed
with the same scaled-to-intensity color map (d),(e),(f). The
visual appearance and laser transport characteristics of an un-
exposed control tube (a),(d) compare well to those of a tube
exposed to 1000 long bunches (b),(e) for which no breakdown
flashes were observed. Alternatively, a tube exposed to 1000
short bunches (c),(f) shows significant changes after suffering
numerous breakdown events. These changes include microcrack-
ing and radiation-induced browning (c) along with reduced laser
transport (f).


